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Real exchange rate movements are important drivers of the reallocation of resources between sectors of the economy. Economic theory suggests that the impact of exchange rates should vary with the degree of exposure to international competition and with the technology level. We show that both the degree of openness and the technology level mediate the impact of exchange rate movements on labour market developments. According to our estimations, whereas employment in high-technology sectors seems to be relatively immune to changes in real exchange rates, these appear to have sizable and significant effects on highly open low-technology sectors. The analysis of job flows suggests that the impact of exchange rates on these sectors occurs through employment destruction.
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                    Notes
	Data from the OECD STAN database available at www.oecd.org/sti/stan/.


	Auer and Fischer (2008), in a related paper, conclude that trade with low-income countries has had a significant impact on U.S. industry productivity and prices.


	The effect on firms’ competitiveness of an exchange rate movement may be likened to that of a change in tariffs—see Feenstra (1989).


	The OECD classification system divides sectors into four classes of technology—low, medium-low, medium-high and high—ranked according to indicators of technology intensity based on R&D expenditures (OECD 2005). For a list of the sectors used in our study, grouped by technology level, see Table 3 in the Appendix.


	However, the decrease in manufacturing employment was accompanied by a 15% increase in the labour force.


	For an earlier assessment of the Portuguese economy during the period 1960–2004, see Lains (2008).


	When the importance of trading partners varies across sectors, sector-specific exchange rates may be more informative than aggregate exchange rate indexes as indicators of industries’ competitiveness—see, for example, Goldberg (2004), Campa and Goldberg (2001) for the US, Gourinchas (1999) for France and Alexandre et al. (2009b) for the Portuguese economy. Data for exchange rates were computed in Alexandre et al. (2009b) and are available at http://www3.eeg.uminho.pt/economia/nipe/docs/2009/DATA_NIPE_WP_13_2009.xls.


	Following Ravn and Uhlig (2002), the smoothing parameter was set equal to 6.25.


	The set of emerging countries includes Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand.


	Alternatively, we have included the share of non-OECD imports in Portuguese manufacturing sectors. However, this was not statistically significant in explaining employment variations. Results are available from the authors upon request.


	Since we use time dummies to account for aggregate shocks, our identification strategy relies mainly on the inclusion of the sectoral exchange rates. Other sources of heterogeneity are variations in overall level of trade exposure Open
                                 
                                    j,t − 1. An alternative to the use of time dummies would be to introduce controls such as real GDP, unit labour costs, real interest rate and the oil price. However, their coefficients are not statistically significant in most of our specifications and our conclusions would remain.


	An obvious alternative would be to estimate a dynamic panel data model, using adequate instrumental variables estimators. However, the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable as an additional regressor produced a statistically non-significant coefficient.


	Klein et al. (2003a) measure industry openness using a five-year moving average of the ratio of total trade to total market sales.


	For an empirical analysis of the effect of exchange rate movements on employment, through its effect on the cost of imported inputs, see, for example, Ekholm et al. (2008).


	The results are reported in Alexandre et al. (2009a).
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